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Why buy it when you can make it? From smoked bacon and dill pickles to your own home-brewed ale, trust the test kitchen
experts to guide you through more than 100 foolproof kitchen projects. Pantry Staples For the freshest, best results, make your
own ketchup, hot sauce, and vanilla extract. For the adventurous, there's sriracha, harissa, and wine vinegar. Jams and Jellies
Preserve the seasons with orange marmalade, strawberry jam, and apple butter, while wine jelly and bacon jam are great yearround options. Pickled Favorites Get your pickle fix with classics like bread-and-butters and sour dills, plus test kitchen favorites
like dilly beans, giardiniera, and kimchi. The Dairy Best Making fresh cheeses like ricotta and goat cheese, churning butter,
preparing yogurt, and even making soy milk (for tofu) are simpler than you think. Charcuterie at home From artisanal pancetta,
prosciutto, pâtés, and terrines to everyday favorites like bacon, chorizo, and beef jerky, our recipes have the carnivore covered.
Snacks and Sweets Make store-bought favorites like rich buttery crackers, marshmallows, and graham crackers fresher and
better. Or take the fancier route with lavash crackers, grissini, salted caramels, and chocolate-hazelnut spread. Beverages Stock
your fridge with root beer, ginger beer, and cold-brew coffee. Stock your bar with sweet vermouth, cocktail bitters, and tonic water.
Plus, our IPA beer recipe is ideal for first-time home brewers.
A mouthwatering collection of recipes for small bites and fingerfood – ideal for serving at parties or any social gathering, large or
small.
** LIMITED TIME PROMO OFFER LOWER PRICE ** This Blank Recipe Book description the perfect gift for any occasion Write in
your favorite recipes organize all your family recipes High quality Matte cover 8.5" x 11" , 21.59 x 27.94 cm Just Click Buy to Get It
for yourself or friends Keywords: blank recipe book ,blank cookbook ,empty recipe book ,empty cookbook ,blank recipe book with
dividers ,blank recipe journal , blank cookbooks to write in , blank recipe book hobby lobby , blank cookbook binder, blank recipe
book Michaels , personalized recipe book with blank pages , personalized blank recipe book , blank recipe book with tabs , blank
recipe book spiral bound , blank family recipe book , best blank recipe book ,blank recipe book amazon ,blank family cookbook ,
blank recipe notebook ,blank cocktail recipe book ,blank recipe page, blank recipe books amazon , empty recipe binder
,personalized blank recipe book , recipe book blank pages, personalized blank cookbooks , buy blank recipe book, blank recipe
cookbook ,blank cookbook amazon , blank recipe book near me, blank family recipe cookbook, blank recipe box , blank baking
recipe book recipe book booknote recipe book holder recipe book binder recipe book blank binder recipe book blank recipe book
with tabs recipe book journal recipe books to write in 3 ring binder recipe books to write in hardcover recipe books and cards
recipe book Recipes and Shit smoothie recipe book cute Cooking Book Notes to Write in for Women Blank Recipe Journal recipe
books blank recipe books binder recipe books best sellers Birthday Gifts Teacher Gifts Mother's Day Gifts Christmas Gifts
Graduation Gifts for Students Co-worker Gifts Mindful Gifts Journal & Planner Lovers Gift Baskets & Stocking Stuffers keto recipe
books best sellers Food Cookbook Design recipe books by shepherd recipe books custom recipe books cards recipe books
cooking for one c. r. gibson recipe books c. r. gibson recipe book pocket page refills recipe books diy easy recipe book essential oil
recipe books keto diet easy recipe books e recipe book hong kong egg waffle maker with bonus recipe e-book instant pot recipe ebook recipe books for air fryers recipe books for men f factor recipe book grill recipe book grilling recipe book grill pan recipe books
recipe books holder recipe books healthy recipe books hard cover to write in recipe books instant pot recipe books in spanish i
love my instant pot recipe book i love my air fryer keto recipe book i love my instant pot keto diet recipe book juicing recipe book
juicer recipe book juicer recipe book for health j salmon recipe books recipe books keto the anti-inflammation diet and recipe book
by jessica k. black k cup recipe book recipe books low fat recipe books men nutribullet recipe book ninja foodi recipe book ninja
foodie recipe book mac n cheese recipe book recipe organizer book old fashioned recipe book the recipe book with jen o sullivan
land o lakes recipe book polly o recipe book instant pot recipe book meal prep recipe book instant pot 8 quart recipe book power
quick pot recipe book quick breads recipe book recipe books spiral bound recipe books stand recipe books simple recipe books
spiral bread a baker s book of techniques and recipes ken s pizza dough recipe book miss vickie s big book of pressure cooker
recipes you won t believe its salt free recipe book instant pot ultra recipe book usha's pickle digest the perfect pickle recipe book
suck uk my family recipe book recipe books vegan recipe books with cards recipe bo
Preserve and organize all your treasured family recipes -- past, present, and future -- all in this recipe journal. Record the recipe,
the source, and why it holds special meaning for your family as you create a treasure-trove of delicious and nostalgic memories!
Recipe pages for Appetizers; Soups, Salads, & Sandwiches; SIde Dishes; Main Courses; Desserts; Beverages; and More
Recipes. Measurement equivalents, substitution suggestions, wine pairings, kitchen tips, glosssary of cooking terms, and more!
Inside back cover pocket.
** LIMITED TIME PROMO OFFER LOWER PRICE ** This Blank Recipe Book description the perfect gift for any occasion Write in
your favorite recipes organize all your family recipes High quality Matte cover 8.5" x 11" , 21.59 x 27.94 cm Just Click Buy to Get It
for yourself or friends Keywords: blank recipe book ,blank cookbook ,empty recipe book ,empty cookbook ,blank recipe book with
dividers ,blank recipe journal , blank cookbooks to write in , blank recipe book hobby lobby , blank cookbook binder, blank recipe
book Michaels , personalized recipe book with blank pages , personalized blank recipe book , blank recipe book with tabs , blank
recipe book spiral bound , blank family recipe book , best blank recipe book ,blank recipe book amazon ,blank family cookbook ,
blank recipe notebook ,blank cocktail recipe book ,blank recipe page, blank recipe books amazon , empty recipe binder
,personalized blank recipe book , recipe book blank pages, personalized blank cookbooks , buy blank recipe book, blank recipe
cookbook ,blank cookbook amazon , blank recipe book near me, blank family recipe cookbook, blank recipe box , blank baking
recipe book recipe book booknote recipe book holder recipe book binder recipe book blank binder recipe book blank recipe book
with tabs recipe book journal recipe books to write in 3 ring binder recipe books to write in hardcover recipe books and cards
recipe book Recipes and Shit smoothie recipe book cute Cooking Book Notes to Write in for Women Blank Recipe Journal recipe
books blank recipe books binder recipe books best sellers Birthday Gifts Teacher Gifts Mother's Day Gifts Christmas Gifts
Graduation Gifts for Students Co-worker Gifts Mindful Gifts Journal & Planner Lovers Gift Baskets & Stocking Stuffers keto recipe
books best sellers Food Cookbook Design recipe books by shepherd recipe books custom recipe books cards recipe books
cooking for one c. r. gibson recipe books c. r. gibson recipe book pocket page refills recipe books diy easy recipe book essential oil
recipe books keto diet easy recipe books e recipe book hong kong egg waffle maker with bonus recipe e-book instant pot recipe ebook recipe books for air fryers recipe books for men f factor recipe book grill recipe book grilling recipe book grill pan recipe books
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recipe books holder recipe books healthy recipe books hard cover to write in recipe books instant pot recipe books in spanish i
love my instant pot recipe book i love my air fryer keto recipe book i love my instant pot keto diet recipe book juicing recipe book
juicer recipe book juicer recipe book for health j salmon recipe books recipe books keto the anti-inflammation diet and recipe book
by jessica k. black k cup recipe book recipe books low fat recipe books men nutribullet recipe book ninja foodi recipe book ninja
foodie recipe book mac n cheese recipe book recipe organizer book old fashioned recipe book the recipe book with jen o sullivan
land o lakes recipe book polly o recipe book instant pot recipe book meal prep recipe book instant pot 8 quart recipe book power
quick pot recipe book quick breads recipe book recipe books spiral bound recipe books stand recipe books simple recipe books
spiral bread a baker s book of techniques and recipes ken s pizza dough recipe book miss vickie s big book of pressure cooker
recipes you won t believe its salt free recipe book instant pot ultra recipe book usha's pickle digest the perfect pickle recipe book
suck uk my family recipe book recipe books vegan recipe books with cards recipe books
My Recipe Book: A personal cookbook 100 recipe pages Includes recipe index pages, space for ingredients, directions, notes,
servings, prep time and temperature, and page numbers Hand write in spaces provided or cut and paste recipes from magazines
or newspapers Collect family recipes or your own specialties Durable Glossy finish 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm)
A Personalized Journal for your special recipes! Write down your favorite recipes in your personal blank recipe book! Are you an
amateur chef of your kitchen who creates magical plates for your loved ones? For the skills you have, you must write down your
amazing recipes! With your personalised cook book, you can keep all your favorite recipes in one place and find them easily! Write
down and collect new ones to try and mark down also those favorites of your friends and family! Design this black recipe book for
your taste! Keep it in your kitchen, so it's always on hand when you need it. A lot of space for all your recipes collected. This
notebook has altogether 100 pages to make notes, attach collected pictures and so on! You can custom your recipe book that is
clearly arranged for you with a lovely theme. You can: Collect recipes Keep all your favorite recipes in place Find ideas for the
dinner or lunch A personal cookbook made with heart and love - just like your tasty food! Preserve all your favorite homemade
family recipes Write down information about your recipe: cooking time, preparations needed, serving.
Inspired by the wildly popular YouTube channel, this cookbook contains more than 60 recipes for beginner cooks and noobs alike,
in addition to hundreds of paragraphs, sentences, photos, and drawings.
The bestselling memoir that's "irresistible....A kind of Bridget Jones meets The French Chef" (Philadelphia Inquirer) that inspired
Julie & Julia, the major motion picture directed by Nora Ephron, starring Amy Adams as Julie and Meryl Streep as Julia. Nearing
30 and trapped in a dead-end secretarial job, Julie Powell reclaims her life by cooking every single recipe in Julia Child's legendary
Mastering the Art of French Cooking in the span of one year. It's a hysterical, inconceivable redemptive journey -- life rediscovered
through aspics, calves' brains and cré me brûlée.
Make Your Own Recipe Book with this Blank Cookbook with all the recipes from your kitchen. This blank book is perfect for writing
those recipes in that have been passed down to you, or those recipes that you come across when browsing the internet or
watching TV. Keep it in the kitchen drawer and have it ready so that you never miss the instructions for how to make those mouth
watering dishes. With room for over 100 recipes, space for writing preparation time needed, cooking time, how many the meal
serves and also room to assign a star rating, this book is the perfect meal planner. There is even space to stick the photographs of
your dishes in the notes section at the back. Get ready, get out your pen and start to make your own recipe book.
Blank Cookbook: Recipe Book To Write In Use it to organize your favorite meals created in your kitchen or passed down from
family members. Disconnect from the screens and re-connect with your roots by writing down all your family recipes. This is the
perfect gift from an amateur cook or chef Features Write down all your recipes Table of Content Up to 100 Recipes Personal
cookbook 6x9 inch size. Perfect for bag Quality paper, perfect for ink, pencil With empty spaces to write the cooking time, serves,
ingredients...
Southern comfort food and multicultural recipes from the New York Times best-selling superstar chef Marcus Samuelsson’s iconic
Harlem restaurant. When the James Beard Award-winning chef Marcus Samuelsson opened Red Rooster on Malcolm X
Boulevard in Harlem, he envisioned more than a restaurant. It would be the heart of his neighborhood and a meet-and-greet for
both the downtown and the uptown sets, serving Southern black and cross-cultural food. It would reflect Harlem's history. Ever
since the 1930s, Harlem has been a magnet for more than a million African Americans, a melting pot for Spanish, African, and
Caribbean immigrants, and a mecca for artists. These traditions converge on Rooster’s menu, with Brown Butter Biscuits, Chicken
and Waffle, Killer Collards, and Donuts with Sweet Potato Cream. They’re joined by global-influenced dishes such as Jerk Bacon
and Baked Beans, Latino Pork and Plantains, and Chinese Steamed Bass and Fiery Noodles. Samuelsson’s Swedish-Ethiopian
background shows in Ethiopian Spice-Crusted Lamb, Slow-Baked Blueberry Bread with Spiced Maple Syrup, and the Green
Viking, sprightly Apple Sorbet with Caramel Sauce. Interspersed with lyrical essays that convey the flavor of the place and
stunning archival and contemporary photos, The Red Rooster Cookbook is as layered as its inheritance.
"In the tradition of M.F.K. Fisher and Peter Mayle, this ... memoir follows American-born Katherine Wilson on her adventures
abroad, where a three-month rite of passage in Naples turns into a permanent embrace of this boisterous city on the
Mediterranean. It is all thanks to a surprising romance, a new passion for food, and a spirited woman who will become her motherin-law--and teach her to laugh, to seize joy, and to love"-NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A Best Book of 2021: Entertainment Weekly, Good Morning America, Wall Street Journal,
and more From the indie rockstar of Japanese Breakfast fame, and author of the viral 2018 New Yorker essay that shares the title
of this book, an unflinching, powerful memoir about growing up Korean American, losing her mother, and forging her own identity.
In this exquisite story of family, food, grief, and endurance, Michelle Zauner proves herself far more than a dazzling singer,
songwriter, and guitarist. With humor and heart, she tells of growing up one of the few Asian American kids at her school in
Eugene, Oregon; of struggling with her mother's particular, high expectations of her; of a painful adolescence; of treasured months
spent in her grandmother's tiny apartment in Seoul, where she and her mother would bond, late at night, over heaping plates of
food. As she grew up, moving to the East Coast for college, finding work in the restaurant industry, and performing gigs with her
fledgling band--and meeting the man who would become her husband--her Koreanness began to feel ever more distant, even as
she found the life she wanted to live. It was her mother's diagnosis of terminal cancer, when Michelle was twenty-five, that forced a
reckoning with her identity and brought her to reclaim the gifts of taste, language, and history her mother had given her. Vivacious
and plainspoken, lyrical and honest, Zauner's voice is as radiantly alive on the page as it is onstage. Rich with intimate anecdotes
that will resonate widely, and complete with family photos, Crying in H Mart is a book to cherish, share, and reread.
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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Julia's story of her transformative years in France in her own words is "captivating ... her marvelously
distinctive voice is present on every page.” (San Francisco Chronicle). Although she would later singlehandedly create a new
approach to American cuisine with her cookbook Mastering the Art of French Cooking and her television show The French Chef,
Julia Child was not always a master chef. Indeed, when she first arrived in France in 1948 with her husband, Paul, who was to
work for the USIS, she spoke no French and knew nothing about the country itself. But as she dove into French culture, buying
food at local markets and taking classes at the Cordon Bleu, her life changed forever with her newfound passion for cooking and
teaching. Julia’s unforgettable story—struggles with the head of the Cordon Bleu, rejections from publishers to whom she sent her
now-famous cookbook, a wonderful, nearly fifty-year long marriage that took the Childs across the globe—unfolds with the spirit so
key to Julia’s success as a chef and a writer, brilliantly capturing one of America’s most endearing personalities.
New York Times best-selling author and James Beard Award winner Samin Nosrat collects the year’s finest writing about food
and drink. Best-selling author and winner of numerous awards, Samin Nosrat, selects the year’s top food writing from writers who
celebrate the many innovative, comforting, mouthwatering, and culturally rich culinary offerings of our country.
Family Cookbook Recipe JournalA Blank Recipe Book for Family FavoritesRockridge PressMy Family Cookbook200 Recipe Pages!!! Write
Your Own Recipe Book Using This Blank Recipe Journal [8 X 10 Inches / Grey, Orange and Green]
Collects ninety Polish recipes, including roasted winter vegetables, stewed beef rolls with kasha, pork lion stuffed with prunes, and fruit
pierogi.
Keep your recipes in one place and cook in style with this all-inclusive recipe keeper! 50 pre-formatted recipe pages (recipes not included). 2
splash guards. 6 tabbed dividers - each with a pocket to store loose recipes. 1 matching notepad. 3 matching magnets. Cooking hints and
tips. Binder is 10-1/4 x 11-1/2 inches. Recipe pages are 8-1/2 x 11 inches. Makes a great gift! * Extra recipe sheets available for purchase:
Deluxe Recipe Binder Refill Pack - Favorite Recipes (Hydrangea) - ISBN-13: 9781645588726 *
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A moving account of resilience, hope, fear and mortality, and how these things resonate in our
lives, by actor and advocate Michael J. Fox. The entire world knows Michael J. Fox as Marty McFly, the teenage sidekick of Doc Brown in
Back to the Future; as Alex P. Keaton in Family Ties; as Mike Flaherty in Spin City; and through numerous other movie roles and guest
appearances on shows such as The Good Wife and Curb Your Enthusiasm. Diagnosed at age 29, Michael is equally engaged in Parkinson’s
advocacy work, raising global awareness of the disease and helping find a cure through The Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s
Research, the world’s leading non-profit funder of PD science. His two previous bestselling memoirs, Lucky Man and Always Looking Up,
dealt with how he came to terms with the illness, all the while exhibiting his iconic optimism. His new memoir reassesses this outlook, as
events in the past decade presented additional challenges. In No Time Like the Future: An Optimist Considers Mortality, Michael shares
personal stories and observations about illness and health, aging, the strength of family and friends, and how our perceptions about time
affect the way we approach mortality. Thoughtful and moving, but with Fox’s trademark sense of humor, his book provides a vehicle for
reflection about our lives, our loves, and our losses. Running through the narrative is the drama of the medical madness Fox recently
experienced, that included his daily negotiations with the Parkinson’s disease he’s had since 1991, and a spinal cord issue that necessitated
immediate surgery. His challenge to learn how to walk again, only to suffer a devastating fall, nearly caused him to ditch his trademark
optimism and “get out of the lemonade business altogether.” Does he make it all of the way back? Read the book.
Hundreds of Delicious Recipes Anyone Can Make! Do you crave homemade French Toast, Eggplant Parmigiana, and Pecan Pie, but don't
know the difference between broiling and baking? This book offers a crash course in cooking basics as well as lessons on creating everything
from classic entrees to decadent desserts. Complete with step-by-step instructions, a glossary of cooking terms, and 60 brand-new recipes,
you'll learn all there is to know about the kitchen as you make flavorful recipes like: Baked Nutty Banana Pancakes Spinach, Bacon, and Egg
Salad Stuffed Green Bell Peppers Shepherd's Pie Oatmeal Chocolate Chip Cookies So forget macaroni and cheese from a box, frozen
dinners, and takeout--The "I Don't Know How to Cook" Book, 3rd Edition shows you how to craft great-tasting, homemade meals in no time!
Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut cookbook from the wildly popular blog, Skinnytaste. Gina Homolka is America’s most
trusted home cook when it comes to easy, flavorful recipes that are miraculously low-calorie and made from all-natural, easy-to-find
ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the number one go-to site for slimmed down recipes that you’d swear are anything but. It only takes one
look to see why people go crazy for Gina’s food: cheesy, creamy Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and Broccoli with only 420 calories per
serving, breakfast dishes like Make-Ahead Western Omelet "Muffins" that truly fill you up until lunchtime, and sweets such as Double
Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies that are low in sugar and butter-free but still totally indulgent. The Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150
amazing recipes: 125 all-new dishes and 25 must-have favorites. As a busy mother of two, Gina started Skinnytaste when she wanted to lose
a few pounds herself. She turned to Weight Watchers for help and liked the program but struggled to find enough tempting recipes to help her
stay on track. Instead, she started “skinny-fying” her favorite meals so that she could eat happily while losing weight. With 100 stunning
photographs and detailed nutritional information for every recipe, The Skinnytaste Cookbook is an incredible resource of fulfilling, joy-inducing
meals that every home cook will love.
Store all your favorite family recipes here. Holds up to 100 recipes. Great as a gift!
Diversity in culture represents diversity in flavors and spices. India, known for its rich culture, also has diverse tastes in food. From the kitchen
of a passionate homemaker, here is a collection of handpicked recipes from distinct parts of the country—ranging from simple yet inviting dips
to classy yet effortless curries, this book gives off the fragrance of India as a whole. Welcome to Aditi’s kitchen.

Blank Recipe Cookbook For You To Fill In Your Recipes. Includes Table Of Contents, Selection For Breakfast, Starters,
Soup, Salad, Mains Desserts, And Drinks. Space For Recording Preparation Time, Cooking Time, And Nutritional
Information. Space For Notes And Page Numbers Buy Today And Start Writing Down Those Favourite And Family
Recipes. Buy As A Gift For Friends And Family. Get Your Copy Today At This Discounted Price!
Blank Cookbook Hardcover This elegant book will help you record and organize all of your family recipes, favorite
recipes, and cooking notes. It will also make a lovely gift for family and friends. Features: - 100 recipe templates,
including the spaces to write recipe titles, ingredients, directions, cooking time, servings, and nutritional information - A
Table of Contents to organize your recipes - Extra lined pages to record notes - Trim: 8.5" x 11" - Casebound hardcover
with glossy finish - Printed on premium 50 lb. white paper
From Sam Turnbull, the bestselling author of Fuss-Free Vegan, and creator of the blog It Doesn't Taste Like Chicken,
comes her eagerly awaited second cookbook. She is cooking up even simpler vegan comfort food--on a budget, with
fewer ingredients, and in 30 minutes or less! Some people think that a vegan diet can be too time-consuming, too much
work, and too expensive! In Sam Turnbull's Fast Easy Cheap Vegan, she's busting those myths and showing us just how
simple (with 10 ingredients or fewer), inexpensive (for $10 or less), and quick (in 30 minutes or less) it can be to cook
delicious plant-based comfort food at home. Wholesome recipes can be made using items you already have in your
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pantry and fridge. And if they're not stocked in your kitchen, these ingredients are easily found at your local grocery store.
Fast Easy Cheap Vegan is filled with 101 recipes, many of them perfect for busy weeknights, like 10-Ingredient Creamy
Basil Gnocchi, Gorgeous Greek Bowl, and Quicker Quesadillas. You'll have tons of options for speedy breakfasts and
lunches, including Oatmeal Breakfast Cookies, 20-Minute Breakfast Sandwiches, 15-Minute Apple Chickpea Salad, and
DIY Instant Ramen Soup, and no shortage of ready-to-go snacks, like Cheesy Cracker Snackers, Loaded Queso Dip,
and Cool Ranch Popcorn. And don't skip dessert because there's Lickety-Split Ice Cream, Easy Peasy Peanut Butter
Squares, Brownie in a Cup, and 10-Minute Mini Berry¬ Crisp. Fast Easy Cheap Vegan is all about smart tips and easy
techniques that simplify cooking. Many recipes are one-pot, freezer-friendly, and make-ahead meals, creating a stressfree kitchen. So whether it's breakfast, lunch, dinner, or dessert, Sam has thought of everything to help get delicious, fussfree meals on the table in no time flat.
The ultimate guide for cooking outrageously delicious, vegetable-packed meals every day of the week, from bestselling
author of The Love & Lemons Cookbook. Known for her insanely flavorful vegetable recipes and stunning photography,
Jeanine Donofrio celebrates plants at the center of the plate with more than 100 new vegetarian recipes in Love &
Lemons Every Day. In this book, Jeanine shows you how to make any meal, from breakfast to dessert, where produce is
the star. Butternut squash becomes the best creamy queso you've ever eaten, broccoli transforms into a zesty green
"rice" burrito filling, and sweet potato blends into a smooth chocolate frosting. These exciting and approachable recipes
will become instant additions to your family's regular meal rotation. This book is a resource, filled with smart tips for
happier, healthier eating. You'll find inspiration from Jeanine's signature colorful infographics - such as a giant matrix of
five-ingredient salad dressings, a guide to quick weeknight pastas, and a grid to show you how to roast any vegetable.
There are also plenty of practical charts, such as a template to make versatile vegetable broth, seasonal produce guides,
and clever ideas to use commonly tossed vegetable parts -- you'll never toss those cauliflower cores, corn cobs, or
broccoli stalks again! Packed with imaginative every day meals, go-to cooking tips, alternatives for dietary restrictions,
and guides for mastering produce-based kitchen staples, Love & Lemons Every Day is a must-have for herbivores and
omnivores alike.
Write in your favorite recipes in one place. Do you want a personal cookbook with the recipes you love the most? Do you
want to preserve and organize all your family recipes? Are you tired of pinning, printing and bookmarking a recipe only to
have a hard time finding it later when you need it? Then this outstanding recipe journal is just for you - the perfect way to
organize all your favorite recipes in one place. You will love it. It is beautifully designed, simple, clear, easy to use and
well organized.
The deliciously easy donut cookbook for heavenly homemade baked donuts Who doesn't love a good donut? From
sugared or sprinkled to frosted or filled, donuts are sure to satisfy your sweet tooth and sweeten your day. The best part
is you don't need to fuss with frying to whip up these fun, flavorful treats at home. The Easy Baked Donut Cookbook
shows you how mouthwatering--and mess-free--donuts can be right from your oven or donut maker, providing plenty of
tried-and-true tricks and tasty recipes for beautifully baked donuts, donut holes, mini donuts, and more. From sweet
staples, such as Old-Fashioned Cake Donuts to creative savory bakes like Jalapeno-Cheddar Cornbread Donuts, this
donut cookbook serves you dozens of delightfully simple recipes to match every craving, along with perfectly paired
frostings, glazes, and toppings. The Easy Baked Donut Cookbook includes: (Do)nuts and bolts--Learn the ins and outs of
baking with foolproof advice on mastering measurements, knowing your oven, time-saving shortcuts, and tons of
troubleshooting tips. Time to make the donuts--This donut cookbook offers dozens of step-by-step recipes for cake and
yeasted donuts--including holiday-ready Gingerbread Donuts, and even drool-worthy Doggie Donuts for your pup! Hole
new world--You'll find donuts for every season and reason in this donut cookbook with easy recipes for donut holes,
pops, and other donut-inspired desserts, like Coffee and Donuts Trifle and Quick and Easy Beignets. From classic OldFashion Donuts to dunk in your morning coffee to fun Pizza Donuts your kids will love, Easy Baked Donut Cookbook has
everything you need to whip up bakery-worthy baked donuts--no fryer required.
This recipe book features: 200 recipe pages (20 full page and 180 half page) Table of Recipes Measurement Conversion
Tables Food and cooking quotes 8 x 10 inches 60 pound (90 gsm) white-colored paper Perfect bound matte softcover
(10 pt stock) Ten percent of book sales go towards enabling youth in developing countries to access better educational
opportunities. This money is being donated to Build to Learn, an initiative started by The Mindful Word.
"This book ... ranging between history, tradition and tikanga, as well as Monique's personal journey of self-discovery, it
tells the story of kai Maori, provides foraging and usage notes, an illustrated ingredient directory, and over 30
breathtaking recipes that give this ancient knowledge new life"--Publisher information.
Recipes passed on by friends and family, recommended by your favorite celebrity chefs or notes on recreating a great restaurant
dessert, My Baking Journal is your constant companion. In the kitchen, on the go, with dedicated sections for your notes and
elastic closure to secure any loose recipes, your old favorites will always be just a reach away. Also featuring bonus recipes for
inspiration, you can make your notes by taste or by type ensuring you can always find the treat you need in an instant. Sections
covering handy hints and tips for baking in all four seasons, including Easter, picnics, Thanksgiving, Halloween and Valentines
Day and keep note of what you served, and who to so you're never caught serving the same thing twice!
What if you CAN eat all of your favorite desserts . . . and still be healthy and fit into your skinny jeans? Meet Katie: a girl who eats
chocolate every day and sometimes even has cake for breakfast! When Katie's sugar habit went too far in college and left her
lacking energy, she knew something needed to change. So she began developing her own naturally sweet recipes and posting
them online. Soon, Katie's healthy dessert blog had become an Internet sensation, with over six million monthly visitors. Now, in
her first cookbook, Katie shares over 80 never-before-seen recipes, such as Chocolate Obsession Cake, Peanut Butter Pudding
Pops, and Ultimate Unbaked Brownies, that use only real ingredients, without any unnecessary fats, sugars, or empty calories.
These desserts prove once and for all that health and happiness can go hand-in-hand-you can have your dessert and eat it, too!
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Jamie Oliver says of Pride and Pudding 'A truly wonderful thing of beauty, a very tasty masterpiece!' BLESSED BE HE THAT
INVENTED PUDDING The great British pudding, versatile and wonderful in all its guises, has been a source of nourishment and
delight since the days of the Roman occupation, and probably even before then. By faithfully recreating recipes from historical
cookery texts and updating them for today’s kitchens and ingredients, Regula Ysewijn has revived over 80 beautiful puddings for
the modern home cook. There are ancient savoury dishes such as the Scottish haggis or humble beef pudding, traditional sweet
and savoury pies, pastries, jellies, ices, flummeries, junkets, jam roly-poly and, of course, the iconic Christmas pudding. Regula
tells the story of each one, sharing the original recipe alongside her own version, while paying homage to the cooks, writers and
moments in history that helped shape them.
Maybe she’s on a photo shoot in Zanzibar. Maybe she’s making people laugh on TV. But all Chrissy Teigen really wants to do is
talk about dinner. Or breakfast. Lunch gets some love, too. For years, she’s been collecting, cooking, and Instagramming her
favorite recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all day to John’s famous fried chicken with spicy honey butter to her mom’s
Thai classics. Salty, spicy, saucy, and fun as sin (that’s the food, but that’s Chrissy, too), these dishes are for family, for date
night at home, for party time, and for a few life-sucks moments (salads). You’ll learn the importance of chili peppers, the secret to
cheesy-cheeseless eggs, and life tips like how to use bacon as a home fragrance, the single best way to wake up in the morning,
and how not to overthink men or Brussels sprouts. Because for Chrissy Teigen, cooking, eating, life, and love are one and the
same.
From the incomparable New York Times and New Yorker illustrator Tamara Shopsin, a debut novel about a NYC printer repair
technician who comes of age alongside the Apple computer—featuring original artistic designs by the author. NAMED A MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOK OF 2021 BY LIT HUB. LaserWriter II is a coming-of-age tale set in the legendary 90s indie NYC Mac repair
shop TekServe—a voyage back in time to when the internet was new, when New York City was gritty, and when Apple made offbeat computers for weirdos. Our guide is Claire, a 19-year-old who barely speaks to her bohemian co-workers, but knows when
it’s time to snap on an antistatic bracelet. Tamara Shopsin brings us a classically New York novel that couldn’t feel more timely.
Interweaving the history of digital technology with a tale both touchingly human and delightfully technical, Shopsin brings an
idiosyncratic cast of characters to life with a light touch, a sharp eye, and an unmistakable voice. Filled with pixelated philosophy
and lots of printers, LaserWriter II is, at its heart, a parable about an apple.
Gluten is found in an extraordinary number of foods, yet it can be problematic for so many of us. Whether you need to cut gluten
out of your diet or you're cooking for friends and family with gluten intolerance, River Cottage Gluten Free will provide the tools you
need to gain inspiration and navigate mealtimes. Nutrition expert Naomi Devlin gives clear advice for gluten-free eating – including
detailed guidance on alternative flours, methods of fermentation and delicious baking ideas. She offers 120 ingenious recipes for
breakfasts, bread, pastry, soups, salads, snacks, main meals and puddings, including Prosciutto and egg muffins, Blinis with
crème fraîche and smoked salmon, Leek and bacon quiche, Courgette hummus, Blackberry bakewell tart, Luscious lemon cake
and Chocolate fondants. With an introduction by Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall and helpful tips from Naomi throughout, this definitive
gluten-free cookbook will add fresh vitality to your cooking and eating, and a host of recipes to make you feel great.
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